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Product Details

Thermal Scanner
IR temperature & Facial Recognition

                                        

We offer a non-contact infrared body temperature access control display adopting



the high performance hardware platform. It is equipped with industrial level binocular
camera and face living recognition technology, as well as infrared thermal imaging module,
and supports a variety of peripheral extensions such as ID card reader,
fingerprint instrument, and more which can be applied to gate channel and access control
attendance, so as to realise the safe and efficient access control of personnel System.

 

Applications
It can be used with access gate and access control for places that require face access control. 

-Hospitals
-Police Stations
-Bus Stands
-Metro/Railway Stations
-Schools / Colleges
-Airports
-Housing Societies/community spaces
-Religious spaces 
-Corporate offices, Manufacturing Units
-Malls
-Cinema Hall/Theatres 
-Hotels

 

How to run
1) When the power is connected, the device turns on. The app is installed on the
 device, so there is no need for a separate installation process. 
2) Turn on your device and wait for a while to launch the app and it takes about 30
 seconds to use it.
3) In order to use a stable device, connect the power to the device and wait about
 3 minutes before using it.

 

How to use
The camera recognizes a person by standing in front of the camera in line with
the line displayed on the screen. As soon as a person is recognized, the 
temperature is measured and displayed on the screen. If your body temperature is
normal, you will be informed by voice. If the body temperature is high, a warning
tone is displayed and the entry is prohibited.

The mask detection function allows you to display the access only when you are
wearing a mask. If you are not wearing a mask, you will be asked to wear a mask,
and a warning sign will be displayed.
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